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Our First Five years of Enforcement:  A Stepping Stone to 
Continuity & Governance in Defending Sound Competition 
Principles 

Mrs. Kiran N. Meetarbhan

As an enforcement agency, how do 
we exponentially build an imposing 
enforcement record while concurrently 
being seen to deliver tangible impact 
in the views of our people and our 
economy?  This question has unfailingly 
emerged within our daily work ever 
since the Competition Commission of 
Mauritius was vested with the mandate 
and power to promote open and 
competitive markets in Mauritius.        
Our competition legislation 
remains the foundation, or rather, 
the ‘Constitution’ of our market 
economy and as a competition 
agency – we remain the guardian of 
this ‘Constitution’.  Our actions and 
priorities matter enormously for the 
prosperity of the citizens in our country. 
This is indeed a great responsibility 
to shoulder. Five years down the line, 
I can positively advance that the 
Competition Commission of Mauritius 

has worked and continues to operate 
towards shouldering this responsibility 
with perseverance, commitment, 
steadfastness and efficiency.  
As a competition agency, if we 
are going to unravel some of the 
biggest impediments to our nation’s 
economic development, it will require 
going out on a limb and learning 
from efforts that go awry in order 
to build resounding success stories 
which deliver concrete results for our 
markets!  Our Magazine therefore, 
presents the perfect opportunity for 
our esteemed readers to take stock of 
the work accomplished so far and the 
legal developments having shaped the 
operational framework supporting the 
Commission’s endeavours.    
After five years of enforcement 
continuity, we are today witnessing 
the positive, tangible outcome of our 
unrelenting battle against cartels: 
the year 2014 unveiled the inaugural 
sanctioning of a cartel within the 
beer market in Mauritius.  In our 
fight against cartels, the Competition 
Commission of Mauritius has no 
intention of resting on its laurels. We 
need to rise to the challenges – further 
boosting efforts to uncover and combat 
cartels whose effects are recognised 
to adversely affect both consumer 
and economic welfare. Where our 
economy has buoyantly stood the 

test of time in spite of the global 
economic crisis, we cannot allow our 
enterprises to succumb to cartels and 
like anticompetitive practices.  
We recognise, however, that focus 
is still needed to achieve greater 
organisational efficiency. We need 
to ensure a culture of delivery and 
accountability, remodel our detection 
and market surveillance strategies to 
ensure rigorous enforcement of our 
law, and deliver targeted advocacy 
initiatives in order to reach out to and 
strengthen our engagement with all 
the different actors making up the 
economic fabric of our country.  We 
remain confident that the upcoming 
years will provide us with ample 
opportunity to carrying our mandate 
forward and to consolidate our raison 
d’être within the enforcement arena.  
As we continue to bring our scale and 
our know-how to help entrench a 
competition culture within and across 
borders, we look forward to sharing the 
milestones of our journey with you. 

Statement of 
Executive Director
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the Zambia Competition Commission. 
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Previously, he was the Executive 
Director of the Competition 
Commission of Mauritius from 2011 to 
2013. Before that, he served as a Senior 
Economist at the OECD, where he led 
the OECD’s competition assessment 
project, an international effort to 
develop and foster best practice 
for identifying and removing the 
anticompetitive effects of regulation. 
He also was responsible for OECD work 
on competition and reform in regulated 
industries in support of 

the  Working Party on  Competition and 
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as an economist at both the European 
Commission’s DG Competition and 
at the U.S. Department of Justice’s 
Antitrust Division, developing 
economic analyses for competition law 
investigations.
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the Director & CEO of the 
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Competition Commission.

Dr. Sean F. Ennis is a Senior
Economist in the Competition Division
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also involved in carrying out peer review exercises of several developing countries. 
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the set-up of new competition authorities. He is both a qualified Economist and 
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Competition Commission
 Singapore

Fair Trading Commission 
Seychelles

The CCS was established in 2005, and is a statutory board under the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, tasked to administer and enforce the Competition Act. CCS, as 
a leading competition authority, has an impressive track record at championing 
competition law enforcement and is committed to its mission of realising the 
vision of a vibrant Singapore economy with competitive markets and innovative 
businesses. Our thanks go out to Mrs. Ethel Lin and and Ms. Lynette Chua in 
particular for their invaluable contribution.

Established in 2009, the FTC has been very active in its double 
mandate. In 2013, the FTC and the CCM entered into a memorandum 
of understanding to increase cooperation between the two 
authorities as well as to facilitate treatment of cross-border cases. 
The memorandum has lately been of increasing significance as the 
CCM and the FTC have entered a phase of exchange of expertise 
in more complex competition law cases. We thank Mrs.Cosette 
Moustache in particular for her kind support.
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Mr. Mohit Dhoorundhur is the Director 
of the Procurement Policy Office since 
May 2014 to which chair he brings 
decades of experience. He was formerly 
the Executive Director of the African 
Development Bank Group and the 

Chairman of the Mauritius Civil 
Service Mutual Aid Association. Mr. 
Dhoorundhur has also served as the 
acting Permanent Secretary at the 
Ministry of Finance and Economic 
Development .

Mr. Mosadeq Sahebdin has a history of 
involvement in social work. Currently 
the President of the Consumer Advocacy 
Platform, his articles which focus on 
consumer protection and competition 
issues are frequently featured in local 
newspapers. He has benefited from nearly 
a decade of hands-on interaction with 
different authorities of competition law 
enforcement including Consumer Unity & 
Trust Society (CUTS) and the International 
Competition Network (ICN).

Mr. Mohit Dhoorundhur is the 
Director of the Procurement 
Policy Office . 

Mr. Mosadeq Sahebdin , President of 
Consumer Advocacy Platform 
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The mandate of the 
Competition Commission

The CCM is a statutory body 
operating under the aegis of the 
Prime Minister’s Office. It was 
established in June 2009 with the 
appointment of Commissioners by 
the President of the Republic of 
Mauritius in accordance with the 
provisions of the Competition Act 
2007 and became fully operational in 
November 2009.

The process of setting up the CCM 
spanned over a half-year preceding 
the first full year of enforcement. The 
Competition Act. The foundations 
of the institution were established 
through the drafting and publication 
of the Guidelines andProcedural 
Rules, initially in draft form for 
consultation in September 2009, and 
then in final form in November 2009 
as required by the Competition Act.

Staff was also recruited and informal 
enquiries were initiated by the 
Executive Director to determine the 
existence of reasonable grounds 
to launch investigations, once the 
Act was brought fully into effect by 
proclamation of the President of the 
Republic.

The CCM launched its first formal investigations under 
the Act in December 2009, less than six months after its 
establishment, thereby fully meeting its performance target 
for 2009.

A strict delineation was adopted from the outset between 
the Board of Commissioners and the office of the Executive 
Director in all investigative matters, following the 
adjudicative structure prescribed by the Act in accordance 
with the principle of natural justice.

Over its first five years, the CCM’s institutional framework 
and internal process did not undergo any profound changes 
while delivering on all areas of operation, a testimony to 
the adequacy of the vision of its founders, which focused on 
building the capacity of staff and enthusiastic engagement 
with the core investigative function of the Commission to 
gain experience. 

The CCM has several mandates which include enforcement, 
studies and advice, cooperation with regulators as well as 
with regional Competition Authorities and advocacy.

The Competition Act 2007 set up the Competition 
Commission with the statutory mandate of 

administering and enforcing the Act.
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situation unless the merged entity will have a market share of 
at least 30% or the post-merger combined market share of the 
three largest firms is at least 70%.

Merger control

Section 47 empowers the Commission to review merger 
situations and to assess whether those are likely to result or
to have resulted in a substantial lessening of competition 
within any market for good or services. The Act also provides
that enterprises may submit applications for guidance in 
respect of anticipated mergers. It is not mandatory for merger
parties to notify their anticipated merger, but parties may do 
so if they have serious concerns as to whether the anticipated 
merger may be expected to result in a substantial lessening of 
competition.

The CCM will not intervene in a merger situation unless the 
merged entity will have a market share of at least 30% or
the post-merger combined market share of the three largest 
firms is at least 70%

Functions and Powers of the Executive Director

•  Keep the operation of markets in Mauritius and the  
   condition of competition in those markets under constant  
   review; 
•  Open investigations into suspected breaches of the  
    prohibition of restrictive agreements, namely cartels and  
    resale price maintenance; 
•  Open investigations into matters concerning mergers,  
    abuse  of monopoly, non-collusive horizontal agreement  
    and other vertical agreements not involving resale price  
    maintenance;
•  Gather information on the basis of extensive powers given  
    under the Act; 
•  Publish the reasoned decision of the Commission after  
   determination; 
•  Monitor compliance with a penalty or remedy imposed    
   by the  Commission and take any step required to enforce  
   compliance   with the Competition Act; and
•  Publish and otherwise promote and advertise the       
   provisions  of this Act and the activities of the Commission.

Enforcement 

Section 51 of the Competition Act 2007
confers upon the Executive Director the
duty to investigate possible occurrences
of restrictive business practices. There
exist three main types of restrictive
business practices in the Act:

Collusive Agreements

Sections 41 – 43 embody the most 
serious breaches of the Act: cartels and 
other forms of collusive agreements.
Any intentional or negligent infringement 
of those provisions carries the risk of a 
financial penalty.  Section 41 prohibits 
any agreement between enterprises 
that supply or acquire similar goods 
or services from fixing prices, sharing 
markets or sources of supply or restricting 
the supply of the goods or services or its 
acquisition from any person. Section 42 
prohibits bid rigging. Section 43 prohibits 
vertical agreements involving resale price 
maintenance.

Abuse of Monopoly

Section 47 empowers the Commission to 
review merger situations and to assess 
whether those are likely to result or
to have resulted in a substantial lessening 
of competition within any market for 
good or services. The Act also provides
that enterprises may submit applications 
for guidance in respect of anticipated 
mergers. It is not mandatory for merger
parties to notify their anticipated merger, 
but parties may do so if they have serious 
concerns as to whether the anticipated 
merger may be expected to result in a 
substantial lessening of competition.
The CCM will not intervene in a merger 
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Studies and advice

Section 30 enables the Executive Director to undertake general studies of the 
market to determine the level of competition in a sector. This provision goes 
hand in hand with Section 19 of the Act which enables the CCM to advise 
the Prime Minister on any action by the State or any public bodies that may 
adversely affect competition.

A market study is not an investigation to enforce remedies against breaches 
of the Act. It is rather an exercise to assess whether competition problems 
exist and if so, to make recommendations on how to deal with them.  Such 
recommendations could in principle include recommended investigation 
under the Act by the CCM, but are more likely to involve recommendations to 
Government.

The CCM relies on Rule 5 of its procedural rules to launch enquiries. 
These are short assessments carried out by the CCM to determine 
the existence of reasonable grounds to launch an investigation, 
following a complaint or an internally-generated issue. Enquiries 
normally last from 30 working days for merger guidance 
applications up to 3 months for assessments into restrictive 
business practices.

Cooperation with sector regulators

The CCM has entered into multiple memoranda of understanding (‘MoU’) 
with several regulators to govern the effective exercise of the respective 
responsibilities and to facilitate cooperation and exchange of information 
and expertise.

MoUs are effective tools for the detection of restrictive business practices 
and for sharing of reliable information across agencies. They also provide a 
proactive platform for policy and regulatory discussions.

Advocacy

In addition ,the Executive Director also 
has the mandate of educating and 
informing business and society more
widely about competition and about 
competition law. Section 30 mandates 
the Executive Director to act as an
advocate for competition law. In 
practice, press releases and radio 
interventions as well as TV campaigns 
are a common feature for the 
institution.

The CCM has systematically reached out 
to various levels of the economic strata. 
Over the years, the core audience has 
remained larger businesses and the 
legal community.

The CCM views advocacy as a 
supporting tool for enforcement and 
vice versa so that it may be viewed as 
being the axis of the CCM’s work cycle.
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Board of Commissioners

Established on the premises of natural 
justice, the Competition Commission 
is divided into two arms which are the 
direct consequence of the application 
of this principle.

In general, the office of the Executive 
Director does not communicate with 
the Board of Commissioners on any 
investigative matters. Exchange 
only happens once an investigation 
is completed and the Executive 
Director submits his report to the 
Commissioners for their determination. 
In essence, the functions and powers of 
the Commissioners and the Executive 
Director differ to ensure a separation 
of powers in accordance with the 
principles of natural justice.

Functions of the Commission

The functions of the Commission as 
represented by the Commissioners are:

•  to determine whether a restrictive  
    business practice is occurring, or   
    has occurred;
•  to conduct any hearings with   
    interested  persons or parties;

•  determine such penalty or other 
remedy as it thinks fit to impose 
in response to an identified anti-
competitive practice and what 
action an enterprise should take to 
ensure compliance with penalty and 
remedy;

•  issue orders and directions in   
    accordance with the Act;

•  impose financial penalties or 
remedies on any enterprise in breach 
of the Act;
•  enter into such contracts as may 
be necessary or expedient for the 
purpose  of discharging its functions 
under the Act;
•  to cooperate with other 
competition authorities in other 
countries entrusted  with functions 
similar to those of the Commission.

Independence and Transparency

The independence of the Commission 
is guaranteed through the security 
of tenure that Commissioners and 
the Executive Director have.  They 
are appointed by the President of 
the Republic of Mauritius on the 
recommendation of the Prime Minister, 
after consultation with the Leader of 
the Opposition.  They can be removed 
from office only in accordance with the 
provisions and stringent procedures 
laid down in the Competition Act. 

The law provides that the Minister 
cannot give any direction to the 
Commission, except of a general 
character relating to any additional 
public policy factors to which he 
wishes the Commission to have regard 
in reaching its determinations.  Such 
directions, and any response by the 
Commission, must be in writing and 
published in the Government Gazette.  
No such directions have been received 
by the Commission to date.

Transparency is guaranteed mainly in 
the requirement for Commissioners to 
give reasoned decisions. Transparency 
is further guaranteed through the 
publication of reports of investigations, 
which is accessible to the public. Any 
party having an interest in a case, 
which has been the subject of an 
investigation by the Commission, may 
attend a hearing and have a right to 
be heard. 

Checks and Balances

The Commissioners’ orders and 
directions are subject to appeal to the 
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has
full powers to affirm, reverse, amend 
or alter an order or direction of the 
Commission or even remit the matter 
to be further determined by the 
Commission together with its opinion 
on the matter or make any order it may 
deem appropriate. No such appeals 
against the Commission’s decisions 
have been made to date.
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Proclamation of Parts I & II of Competition Act 2007

Proclamation of Parts III to IX of 
Competition Act 2007 – Setting up of 
Commission and commencement of 

operations

1st Abuse of monopoly investigation 
completed

1st Report of Investigation of ED
1st Hearing of Commissioners

1st Market Study completed

1st Advice under Section 19 given to 

Minister

1st Dawn Raid conducted 1st Amendment to Competition Act 2007

Appointment of Kiran N. 

Meetarbhan as Executive Director

1st Leniency Application received  

1st Report of Executive Director 

recommending Financial Penalties

Appointment of Ariranga G. Pillay as Chairman 

of  Commission

1st Decision of Commissioners on a Cartel 

1st Financial Penalty imposed

1st COMESA Merger Notification processed by the CCM

Appointment of John Davies as Executive Director

Set of Guidelines for assessment issued

1st Signature of Memorandum of Understanding 

1st Enquiry initiated 1st Advocacy event

1st Decision of Commissioners 

1st Merger Review completed

1st Cartel Investigation

1st Undertakings offered to Commission

Appointment of Sean F. Ennis as Executive Director

Competition
Act 2007
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Complaints - Quantity versus 
relevance ?

The Executive Director may open 
investigations into suspected breaches 
of the Act and any matter which is 
subject to review by the Commission 
either on his own initiative or on the 
complaint of any person, as provided 
for under Section 30 of the Act.

Subject to exceptions, it is quite rare 
that an investigation will be opened 
based exclusively on a complaint. 
More frequently, an enquiry will be 
launched following a complaint to 
determine the basis of reviewability, or 
whether there are reasonable grounds, 
for investigating. As illustrated in the 
flowchart shown above though, the 
complaint would have to be assessed 
in an Issues Register Meeting on the 
applicability of the Act with respect to 
the complaint.

The majority of complaints (roughly 
85%) which are considered by the 
Issues Meeting emanate from public
sources. The remaining 15% are mainly 
generated by the office of the Executive 
Director.

Figure I: Investigative workflow at the CCM

Our Workflow
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Figure II shows the progress in the 
number of complaints, enquiries and 
formal interventions (investigations 
and market studies) from 2009 through 
2014. The number of complaints 
assessed by the Issues Meeting varies 
significantly year on year but as can 
be seen, the number of enquiries 
or investigations launched by the 
Executive Director does not necessarily 
follow this trend. 

In fact, the number of formal 
interventions has stayed more or less 

equal throughout the first five years of 
the CCM. This stability tends to show 
that while the number of complaints 
received by the CCM has decreased over 
the last two years, the relevance of 
such complaints has been on the rise.

This description is best illustrated in 
2012 when in spite of the peak number 
of complaints assessed by the Issues 
Meeting the number of enquiries 
launched was inversely proportional, 
indicating that quantity would 
therefore not be equal to relevance.

It is generally observed that the 
most relevant complaints, which are 
most prone to result in the launch of 
enquiries or investigations, come from 
businesses, consumer associations 
or are internally generated. These 
sources count for more than one third 
of the complaints received by the 
CCM, as illustrated in the following 
chart.

Figure II: Annual progress in complaints, enquiries and investigations
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The CCM proposes 
an optional cover 
of anonymity to 
complainants and the 
resulting impact over 
the years can be clearly 
seen in Figure III which 
shows that the ratio of 
complaints benefiting 
from such cover 
constitutes the main
source of complaints to 
the CCM.

Enquiries

The legislator has placed the purview 
of the investigative power of the 
Executive Director in check by imposing 
the need for reasonable grounds to 
launch an investigation under Section 
51. The practical effect of this measure 
has crystallised into the daily routine 
of the CCM.

Complaints, once processed through 
the Issues Meeting will most of the 
time branch in two directions, first 
either as a letter to the complainant 
informing the latter that his complaint 
does not fall within the ambit and 
scope of the Competition Act or second, 
will bud into an enquiry, the purpose 
of which will be to establish reasonable 
grounds for a formal investigation. 
The variety of industries which will 

be subject to enquiries means that 
week in week out, investigative staff 
will spend the predominant part of 
their time in research and information 
gathering to hone their assessment 
of complaints into memoranda 
recommending action to the Executive 
Director.

The other side of this process is that 
industry players will come in close 
contact with the CCM making enquiries 
a form of advocacy, which may deter 
anticompetitive conduct or encourage 
stakeholders with information on such
conduct to come forward and help the 
guardian of competitive markets in its 
mandate. 

Figure III: Sources of complaints
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The importance of this internal 
process cannot be emphasized 
enough notwithstanding the fact 
that most of this work will never 
be in the limelight for the obvious 
reason that the CCM will want to 
avoid reproducing allegations in 
the public domain which could 
cause prejudice to enterprises, 
be they as documented as they 
stand. 

With roughly 150 enquiries 
launched over its five years of 
existence, the CCM feels confident 
that it has now touched all major 
sectors of the economy and has 
left no stone unturned in its 
relentless but measured scrutiny.

One major benefit of this routine 
has been the capacity which it 
has helped built as economics 
and legal investigators at the 
institution have developed sound 
analytical skills necessary for 
the enforcement of competition 
law –an actual knowledge base 
which grows with each new 
enquiry to help its professionals 
in building on the CCM’s
strong foundations.

The development of coherent theories of cases calls for well-
articulated presentation of economic analysis as legally admissible 
evidence for suspected breaches of the act. As past analyses are dug up 
and refreshed over time, this repetitive investigative task is a perfect 
training ground for refined legal and economic skills. The more diverse 
the theories engaged with are, the richer the investigative capacity of 
the CCM gets.
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Based on a very large sample excluding 
any cartel-related activity, Figure 
IV shows that at least 16 broadly 
classified industries have been subject 
to enquiries by the CCM over its first 
five years. The CCM’s interventions 
spans abuse of monopoly situations, 
merger situations as well as matters of 
government policy.

Three major factors have largely 
contributed to the CCM’s visibility at 
the national level:

i. strategic interventions in key 
economic sectors;

ii. open door policy and dialogue 
with industry stakeholders; and

iii. tangible benefits reaped by 
Mauritian consumers and the 
economy.

Enquiries into matters of policy and 
the inevitable platform they provide 
for interaction with the executive arm 
of government have been a mutually 
enriching experience for the benefit of 
stakeholders at large and have more 
than once resulted in the recognition of 
the importance of the role of the CCM 
among public sector players.

It is interesting to note that a relatively 
high portion of the sample of enquiries 
deal mainly with exclusionary abuse 
of monopoly situations and horizontal 
merger situations. Five years into the 
crystallisation of the intent of creating 
a custodian for securing the national 
economy against abusive conduct 
linked to excessive concentration of 
resources, the legislator will here find 
justifying grounds for the Competition 

Act. One’s belief into the CCM’s ability 
to uphold its mandate can only be 
bolstered through the above figures.
The competitive conditions of a small 
island economy must indeed be 
constantly monitored for adequate 
detection and enforcement where 
necessary – the role of the CCM is 
therefore not merely reactive, but most 
desirably, a pro-active one.

Figure IV: CCM’s interventions by industry
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Small island economies present challenging 
conditions for competition – and for the 
competition authorities based in them. 
Mauritius is no exception. The challenges arise 
from at least three main sources: the reduced 
number of economic actors compared to larger 
economies, the limited local production for 
certain goods and services and the costs of 
transport for foreign-produced goods. The 
result is that the intensity of competition, 
in many sectors, will be lower than in larger 
markets. Accepting this reality involves a 
comparable acceptance that the risks of 
transferring foreign fluctuations in goods 
prices or exchanges rates will be transferred to 
local prices. 

Governments cannot feasibly introduce 
rules to make a small island duplicate the 
generally higher conditions of competition in 
large, market economies. Nonetheless, active 
competition can occur in many sectors and 
a competition authority can act as a referee 
to ensure that competition works where it 
can. The Mauritian government navigated 
the challenge of putting an appropriate 
competition law framework in place with skill, 
including extensive consultation with the MCCI 
and many others, producing a remarkably 
good law that is an example of best practice 
among small economies.

How can competition laws adapt?

The Competition Act (2007) in Mauritius was written in recognition 
of the fact that the needs of small island economies are different 
from those of large developed countries. First, Mauritius has fewer 
competitors in many sectors as a result of the limited demand 
and need to achieve economies of scale. Second, competition 
cannot always be expected to duplicate the results of more intense 
competition with many competitors. Instead, prices may be somewhat 
higher than in other, larger economies. So from the start, Mauritius has 
not tried to duplicate laws of larger jurisdictions but instead to adapt 
them in ways that provide for a careful transition towards more market 
powers. For example, Mauritius has a clear market share threshold 
to define companies with a monopoly situation. This ensures that 
companies with a market share above 30% or jointly above 70% are 
in a monopoly situation, but companies below this threshold are not. 
Furthermore, abuse of dominance is not susceptible to a fine in the 
first instance, which ensures that companies have had time to adapt 
their practices to a more competitive marketplace.

Furthermore, for mergers between businesses that have overlapping 
products, they are only susceptible to being challenged when the 
combined market share of firms is above 30%. Absent this condition, 
the competition authority would not be able to act under the merger 
provisions of its law.

Ensuring that thresholds are clear provides value to businesses by 
enhancing the predictability of the law. Predictable laws reduce 
the need for external competition law advice and deliver certainty 
to businesses allowing them to determine their actions with good 
understanding of when they would not run risks.

Competitive con-
ditions in a small 
island economy
Dr. Sean F. Ennis



close supervision, while the resources 
for law enforcement are more limited. 
Temptations for businesspeople to 
violate the law can be particularly 
challenging in a social environment in 
which competitors regularly meet on 
both formal and informal occasions, 
have attended the same schools and 
share social and cultural threads that 
are strong. Moreover, in the absence 
of competition law, traditions in some 
cases have been woven into business 
practice over decades, potentially 
reducing competition. It may be 
difficult to undo such traditions in a 
short time. 

Mauritian businesses do recognise 
that new laws are in place, and have 
now been in place for some years, 
with a concomitant need to ensure 
no tolerance within corporations for 
legal violations. The role of compliance 
programmes within businesses in 
order to find and eliminate legal 
violations is a first order necessity, 
and some companies in Mauritius, 
both large or small, could benefit 
from implementing such compliance 
programmes, including by using the 
useful materials produced by the MCCI 
for educating staff and executives on 
the competition law, as recommended 

Need for active competition law 
enforcement 

While the natural proclivity of a 
small island economy is to have less 
competition than in larger ones, this 
does not mean that companies should 
be given a blank check to violate the 
law.

On the contrary, competition law 
enforcement in small island economies 
may need to be more vigorous, in some 
respects, than in larger economies in 
order to ensure comparable outcomes. 
That is, small island economies may 
have more markets in which there are 
actual and potential restrictions on 
competition, suggesting a need for 

by the International Chamber of 
Commerce and its Commission on 
Competition, which has recently 
produced a helpful compliance guide 
for business (the Antitrust Compliance 
Kit), and will soon have material 
directly targeted for small and 
medium-sized enterprises.
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Exposure to the broader world 
economy

Small islands like Mauritius are 
often particularly exposed to 
fluctuations in the broader world 
economy and in neighbouring 
countries. Business operators in 
one small island are often active in 
others. In the case of Mauritius, for 
example, a number of operators are 
also active in Réunion, Seychelles 
and South Africa, among other 
countries. Sometimes operators, 
recognising that competition can 
reduce economies of scale, may 
seek to share markets between 
them. Such allocations of markets 
are illegal under domestic 
competition law, as illustrated 
by the CCM case alleging an 
allocation of beer markets between 
firms active in Mauritius and 
Madagascar. The possibility of such 
allocation across countries shows 
the importance of cooperation 
between competition authorities, 
which is one reason Mauritius 
has signed an Memorandum of 
Co-operation with France (thus 
covering co-operation for matters 
related to Réunion) and that it is 
important for Mauritius to develop 
good working relationships with 
other competition authorities, 
which it has done and continues 
to do.

International cartels involving large multinationals (such as for car 
parts, computer screens, phosphates, and vitamins) have affected 
Mauritius. These have been uncovered, prosecuted and stopped largely 
by competition authorities operating in larger jurisdictions, such as the 
U.S. Department of Justice, the European Commission and Japanese 
FTC, along with others. But smaller cartels that are regionally based 
would not be captured by these jurisdictions and alternative means of 
catching them would be needed. In Africa, the South African authority 
in particular has had a number of successful cases of domestic cartel 
enforcement. The CCM has had staff exchanges with authorities not 
only of South Africa, but also of France, the UK, and the US: these 
exchanges have done a tremendous job in helping the staff of the 
CCM to understand not only the methods of the more established 
competition authorities but also the relevance of cross-border 
cooperation.

Conclusion

In GDP per capital, Mauritius is one of the best performing 
small island states in the world. Mauritian businesses and 
policymakers have shown an excellent ability to adapt, 
modernise and stay relevant. Thus there is every reason to 
hope and expect that the transformation of the economy 
that has taken place to one based on competition will 
rebound to the benefit of Mauritian businesses trading 
locally and abroad, Mauritian consumers and, ultimately, 
the Mauritian economy as a whole.
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Given the relatively small size of the 

Mauritian economy, our sectors have 

traditionally been characterised by

monopolies and oligopolies. High levels 

of concentration and close interaction 

between rival firms increase the

risks of anti-competitive conduct. As 

such, constant market surveillance and 

assessment of market dynamics

provide a useful means of detecting 

potential restrictive business practices 

right at the source.

The Competition Act remedies 

restrictive business practices and 

prescribes financial penalties and 

remedies depending on the type 

of conduct engaged in. Abuse of 

monopoly situations and merger 

reviews are the principal areas of 

competition law with which the 

Translating
theory into action

Enquiries can be seen as the passive function of the CCM. On 
average, one in five enquiries leads to formal intervention 
under the Act through investigations under Section 51 of the 
Act – the CCM counts 28 such investigations to date, along 
with 4 studies of the market into the cement, sugar and 
pharmaceutical industries.

CCM has dealt so far. However, the 

uncovering of collusive agreements 

between firms, which reap unjustified 

rewards from anti-competitive conduct 

to the detriment of consumers, has 

lately been the topmost agenda of the 

CCM as it has started capitalizing on its 

leniency programme.

The Competition Act is chiefly 

concerned with competitive rivalry and 

the consequences of its being lessened, 

absent, or overcome. However, 

investigative action by the CCM is not 

the only force which drives competitive 

pressure within the economy. 

Complementary forces emanating from 

regulatory action, policy decisions 

and consumer protection platforms 

are equally relevant in this quest for 

innovation and efficiency. 

In the sections which follow, we would 

like to shine the spotlight on milestone 

interventions of the CCM which we 

believe have contributed significantly 

in the more general competitive 

landscape characterising a few sectors 

of the economy, while recognising that 

the CCM may not be the most suitable 

critic of its own work.

The CCM has never set its focus on 

any target industries and as has been 

seen earlier, all types of industries 

have been brought under the purview 

of the scrutineer in its young years. 

Statistically, it is a fact that out of 

these, the retail, financial services, 
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construction and telecommunications 

sectors have been the areas where the 

CCM has been the most active since day 

one (see Figure IV earlier).

The sectors which have been subject 

to review by the CCM are part of the 

daily life of consumers and the CCM’s 

investigations highlight the deep 

concern which it shares in securing the 

purchasing power of each Mauritian 

and making sure that established 

businesses face competition from 

growing players, to propose ever-

increasing value to consumers. 

Despite the absence of mandatory 

notification of mergers, the CCM has 

also concentrated efforts on monitoring the market structure underlying these 

sectors to ensure that concentrations do not result in slowdown of development. 

Furthermore, when the scope for policy decisions potentially meant that 

consumers interests’ could be at stake, the CCM was there to intervene by giving 

advice to relevant stakeholders.
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Retail 
industry

On 9th September 2010, the CCM 
concluded its first abuse of monopoly 
situation case related to the market 
of block processed cheddar cheese in 
Mauritius.  A large distributor of the 
famous brand of Kraft was found to 
have infringed Section 46 of the Act 
and as remedy was directed to, inter 
alia, cease the practice of offering 
retroactive rebates on Kraft branded 
block processed cheddar cheese in 
exchange of premium shelf space 
for processed cheddar cheese as well 
as other Kraft-branded products, 
including chocolates, biscuits and 
powdered juice.

An ex-post evaluation of the impact of the intervention was undertaken over a 
year after in terms of the price evolution, market structure and possible savings 
to consumers. The main conclusions were that the market for block processed 
cheddar cheese had evolved considerably in terms of the entry of two new brands 
on the shelves, as well as a reduction in HHI from 8,200 to 4,790 or by 3,410. The 
entry of the two new brands had led to more competition in this market and this 
had resulted in a significant fall in the price of block processed cheddar cheese in 
almost all the supermarkets across Mauritius with more frequent and lengthier 
promotion campaigns.  

The expected benefits of the CCM’s intervention over a period of 6 years were 
evaluated to range between Rs 130m – Rs 600m.
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In Mauritius as elsewhere, groceries get 
rent-free coolers from beverage companies 
to keep drinks chilled for immediate 
consumption.

However, small retail shops, owing either to 
space constraints  can often accommodate 
only one cooler or because of limited budget 
cannot invest in the purchase of additional 
coolers.  The CCM was concerned that any 
policy of the two main local beverage 
suppliers to exclusively stock respective 

products in the coolers could have the effect of 
foreclosing other competitor drinks produced by 
smaller competitors from the relevant markets. 

The investigation was settled when Commissioners 
accepted undertakings from the main distributor 
to allow retail shops having a floor space area of 
20m2 or less to use 20% of its cooler space to stock 
any product of its choosing. This effectively means 
that small distributors can now benefit from a 
more level playing field by gaining wider product 
exposure.

Open Door Policy 
for branded coolers
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In August 2014 and following its first 
cartel investigation to be made public, 
the CCM fined two beer producers 
approximately Rs 27m for their 
involvement in a market sharing cartel. 
This was the first time the CCM levied
financial penalties for cartel behaviour. 
The producers had been accused by the 
Commission of colluding to divide
the Mauritian and Madagascan beer 
markets between the two brewers. 
The alleged agreement between the 
parties involved one of them leaving 
the Mauritian market, allowing the 
other to dominate the local beer market.               

This was also the first time that the 
CCM received an application for 
leniency which consequently reduced 
the fine imposed on one of the parties 
to the cartel. The case sent a strong 
signal to the business community that 
the CCM is an organisation committed 
to fulfilling its mandate with the 
full force of law. It is expected that 
this case will be a turning point for 
the CCM’s position in the regulatory 
landscape and the start of enhanced 
awareness of anti-cartel
enforcement among businesses.

Cracking down on collusion
 in the beer market

Taking Cartel 
Detection to the 
Next Level: Proac-
tive Strategies

In an ever-evolving world where 
businesses have transcended territorial 
borders; there can be no doubt that
competition agencies have to 
constantly re-invent their anti-cartel 
enforcement strategies if they are to 
successfully tackle the ever-increasing 
sharpness of cartelists. Competition 
agencies throughout the world – be it 
established agencies or younger ones – 
have recognised the pernicious effects 
of cartels on consumers and economic
efficiency. From designing its Leniency 
Program within its first year of  
existence to reinforcing its arsenal of 
cartel detection tools, the CCM hasnot 

dwindled in putting its firm commitment on paper by urging the adoption 
of amendments to the Act as part of its objective in implementing a robust 
anti-cartel enforcement strategy.The 2012 legislative amendments instilled a 
two-pronged approach towards complementing its already existing but until 
recently unexploited Leniency Program. The first limb of the 2012 legislative 
amendments to the CCM’s Guidelines 2009 empowered the Commission to offer 
amnesty to ‘cartel initiators’ which could not avail themselves of immunity or 
reduction in fines under the Leniency Program. The amnesty for cartel initiators 
lasted for a period of two years, which expired on 23rd May 2014.

The second limb of the 2012 amendments to the Act brought the CCM’s cartel 
detection strategy to an altogether different level by affording confidentiality 
treatment and reinforced protection to informers through the addition of
whistleblowing provisions to the Act. The latter provisions essentially render 
the identity and any matter relating to the information provided by an informer 
as confidential and privileged information upon the request of the said 
informer. Such information may not be disclosed in any proceedings before the 
Commissioners or any Court, tribunal or other authority. Interestingly, the new 
provisions do not restrict the application of the newly afforded protection to 
informers of collusive agreements only but extend the protection to informers of 
any restrictive business practice.



Ms. Lynette Chua and Mrs. Ethel Lin

Cartel Enforcement 
Charting International Waters

operation of international cartels, resulting in higher prices 
for business and consumers. 

The proliferation of international cartels, with the 
consequent rise of international cartel investigations by 
competition regimes worldwide, increases the instances of 
investigations in different jurisdictions. Consequently, co-
operation between the respective competition authorities 
becomes integral to the success of domestic enforcement.

International Cartels

Investigating cartels with international scope often 
poses both procedural and substantive challenges that 
cooperation between different authorities may help to 
resolve. For example, joint planning of dawn raids and 
effective mechanisms to facilitate formal and informal 
information sharing between investigating authorities 
will lead to more effective enforcement. Singapore 
has entered into multi-lateral and bilateral Free Trade 
Agreements which contain co-operation provisions 
relating to competition enforcement. In addition, the 
Competition Commission of Singapore (“CCS”) cooperates 
and shares information with foreign counterparts through 
informal channels and enforcement networks. Through 
an informal co-operation arrangement between CCS and 
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
(“ACCC”) and the New Zealand Competition Commission 
(“NZCC”), investigative techniques, competition issues, 
case theories and general approaches to detecting and 
dealing with competition issues are often discussed during 

Open Economy, 
Globalised World

We live in a globalised world with 
businesses operating across many 
countries.  While customers benefit 
from a more efficient global production 
and distribution network, sourcing for 
goods and services operates in many 
instances at a regional or global level.  
While companies compete vigorously for 
customers regionally or globally, some 
companies choose to stop competing 
in order to protect their margins and 
engage in anti-competitive conduct 
such as cartel conduct.  This has led to an 
increase in the number of international 
cartels. 
Singapore’s small domestic economy, 
lack of hinterland and natural resources 
have hitherto necessitated a trade and 
foreign investment-oriented economic 
strategy. The tradability of many goods 
and services, as a result of being one of 
the most open economies in the world, 
does mitigate against competition 
concerns, as business and consumers 
can source globally or regionally for 
goods and services. On the flip side, 
anti-competitive effects may still be 
imported into Singapore through the 
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Brief outline of leniency 
regime in Singapore

CCS’s leniency programme is designed to incentivise undertakings that are 
involved in cartel activities to come forward and cooperate with CCS through the 
provision of full disclosure and evidence of such cartel activities in exchange for 
either immunity from or a reduction in financial penalties. 

The CCS Guidelines on Lenient Treatment for Undertakings Coming Forward with 
Information on Cartel Activity Cases 2009 provide that the first applicant to come 
forward before the CCS initiates an investigation is eligible for total immunity, 
but only if CCS did not already have sufficient information to prove the alleged 
cartel violation. If the first applicant comes forward after CCS has commenced 
investigation, it is no longer automatically entitled to immunity. Instead, it may 
be granted up to a 100 percent reduction in financial penalties, at CCS’s discretion, 
based on the (i) stage at which the applicant comes forward, (ii) evidence 
already in CCS’s possession, and (iii) quality of information provided. Subsequent 
applicants that come forward to CCS are entitled to up to a 50 percent reduction 
based on the same factors.

meetings or telephone calls. A similar enforcement network is 
in force between the competition agencies of the various ASEAN 
member states. 

Varying competition regimes and confidentiality obligations pose 
challenges to enforcement co-operation. Multilateral fora, such 
as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
and International Competition Network (“ICN”), provide valuable 
platforms for discussions on how to overcome such challenges. 
For example, there is currently a working group of ICN members 
drafting a waiver template for leniency applications, which was 
finalised in April this year for submission to the ICN Steering Group 
for adoption.

In addition, CCS administers a 
“Leniency Plus” system, where an 
applicant that is not entitled to receive 
total immunity or a 100 per cent 
reduction in financial penalties may 
provide evidence about “completely 
separate cartel activity”. If the applicant 
is eligible for total immunity or up 
to a 100 percent penalty reduction 
for the second activity, it will receive 
an additional reduction in financial 
penalties for the first activity.
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in December 2011 after CCS received an application for immunity from Koyo 
under CCS’s leniency programme. The investigations subsequently revealed that 
the Parties were competitors and met regularly at meetings both in Japan and 
Singapore where they exchanged information, discussed and agreed on sales 
prices for bearings sold to their respective aftermarket customers in Singapore, so 
as to maintain each participant’s market share and protect their profits and sales. 
CCS found that the conduct of the Parties, which includes, amongst other things, 
price-fixing agreements and exchanges of strategic information including future 
pricing intentions, amounted to a single overall infringement with the object of 
preventing, restricting and distorting competition. 

The Parties, save for the leniency immunity applicant - Koyo, were imposed with 
financial penalties amounting to a total of S$9.3 million. 
Anti-trust regulators in Europe, the United States, Japan, Australia and China have 
commenced investigations and issued financial penalties against similar price-
fixing behaviour by various ball bearing manufacturers.

Concluding remarks

The case illustrates the pervasive effects international cartels may have on 
economies around the world. It is important that competition authorities hone 
their tools to investigate, punish and ultimately deter such international cartels 
and international cooperation mechanisms would be a crucial piece to the puzzle.

Recent cross- border leniency 
cases  

On 27 May 2014, CCS issued an 
infringement decision in its first 
international cartel case that was 
detected through CCS’s leniency 
programme. 
The cartel involved four Japanese ball 
and roller bearings manufacturers 
and their Singapore subsidiaries 
(collectively, the “Parties”) , which 
were found to have engaged in anti-
competitive agreements and unlawful 
exchange of information in respect of 
the price of ball and roller bearings sold 
to customers in Singapore.
Investigations in this case commenced 
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The CCM has been mindful of 
developments in the cement sector 
since its inception. In 2010, it assessed 
the impact of the regulatory framework 
on the conditions of competition in 
the cement market. It found that 
competition in the market was 
restrained by the State’s interventions 
in the industry. Consequently a public 
hearing took place in 2011, where 
several stakeholders were present and 
were given the opportunity to place 
their opinions on record.

The CCM also expressed its opinion 
that the freeing up of the supply to the 
market, as laid out in Government’s 
liberalization plan in 2011 would 

enable entry into the importation of cement into the country, leading to greater 
competition and ultimately lower prices for the consumer. However, the CCM also 
highlighted that the liberalization could give rise to competition concerns, due to 
the duopoly characterizing the market.  It was stressed that the behavior of these 
two companies should be monitored and that the nomination of a watchdog 
to monitor not only price fluctuations, but the whole industry as it took shape 
following liberalization, including the possibility of directly importing cement if 
the need arose, was necessary.

In 2012, the CCM launched a second study which was motivated by the 
significant increase in the price of cement noted following the liberalisation of 
the market and the lack of market development in terms of entry, expansion 
and innovation. Assessment revealed, inter alia, that there were no grounds to 
conclude that the prices were not determined by market forces.

Construction 
industry

CCM at the forefront of 
developments in the 
cement sector
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There are a handful of industries in 
the world that are poster children for 
cartels, lobbies for protection, and 
non-competitive behavior, and cement 
is prime among them.  Indeed, it is 
difficult to find a jurisdiction that has 
not uncovered a cement conspiracy or 
at least patterns of interdependence 
frequently backed by trade restraints 
that keep prices high and output low.

Cement is homogenous and heavy 
and the markets are typically 
concentrated; the industry and product 
characteristics fit all of the elements for 
antitrust concern.  It is the paradigm 
of the paradigm:  market structure 
and product characteristics predict 
performance.

So, not surprisingly, the Mauritius 
market study comes against a 
background of cement’s eternal tangle 
with antitrust.  The historian would 
reference FTC v. Cement Institute, U.S. 
Supreme Court 1948, finding that 

Mauritius & 
cement

I am pleased to honor the Competition Commission of Mauritius 
on its fifth anniversary.  I write this essay on a subject of the 
Commission’s recent and well-chosen market study – cement. 
Cement is a strategic good.  It builds homes, roads, and schools.  It 
is one of the necessities of infrastructure and thus of a decent life.  It 
is needed in good quality and at a competitively low price.  And it is 
famously the subject of cartels worldwide.

the cement trade association and its 
members combined to use multiple 
basing points to quote identical terms 
of sale; the European Cimenteries case, 
Court of Justice 1967, finding that the 
Belgian, German and Dutch cement 
producers began to share markets 
and set quotas just as their countries 
lifted their trade barriers in order to 
form the European Community; and, in 
contemporary times, leniency applicant 
Pretoria Portland Cement’s confession 
that it was part of a cement cartel in 
South Africa (2011).

Concerns about non-competitive 
behavior in cement in Africa led to 
and were largely confirmed by the 
African Competition Forum, which 
assessed the competitive footprint of 
the cement industry across Botswana, 
Kenya, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania 
and Zambia.   The study references the 
cement cartel that operated across 
all of the Southern African Customs 
Union from 2003 until 2009.  It records 

the lower prices where firms entered 
the market, especially firms new to 
the industry, and where suppliers just 
over a national border were not part 
of incumbent oligopolists’ empire.  It 
highlights the importance of studying 
regional patterns.

The Mauritius market study of cement 
thus fits nicely into the context of 
world concerns. Indeed, before 2011, 
Mauritius had a special concern.  In 
Mauritius the cement market is a 
duopoly occupied by a Swiss and a 
French multinational – Holcim and 
Lafarge.  Before 2011, the market was 
highly regulated.  The state dictated 
the amount of imports and it set the 
price.  The first cement study by the 
CCM (2011) recommended removing 
restrictions on imports, welcoming 
entry, and then liberalizing price.  The 
government liberalized the market, 
but in one stage.  The prices of the 
two incumbents rose about 21%, 
seriatim.  Entry did not occur.  CCM 
wrote a follow-up report in 2012.  

Ms. Eleanor M. Fox 
 
Walter J. Derenberg 
Professor of Trade 
Regulation
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The 2012 report addresses, among 
other things, a cause of no entry:  the 
environmental regulatory framework 
and the long delays in obtaining a 
license.  Government regulation was a 
barrier to entry.  A particular aspiring 
entrant was delayed more than a 
year by the regulatory hurdles and 
eventually gave up.  And while cement 
prices did not seem excessively high, 
the report observed, they did not come 
down when prices of a main input – 
fuel – fell.

The CCM’s studies are wise assessments 
of the market and its barriers, and they 
make wise recommendations.  They 
recognize that the two big incumbents 
– Holcim and Lafarge – are not enough 
for effective competition.  The 2011 
study recommends regulatory reform 
to facilitate an environment conducive 
to entry and, along those lines, to 
improve the quality of environmental 
and safety regulation including 
efficiency in the administration of the 
system of approvals so that it does 
not continue to handicap entry and 
innovation.

Ironically, just as the CCM is laying the 
groundwork for more competition, 
Lafarge and Holcim have announced 
their intention to merge.  If the 
major enforcers of the world such 
as the European Commission do not 
prohibit the merger (the European 
Commission could, for example, simply 
clear the merger with spin-offs of 
overlapping assets in Europe), what 
can Mauritius do?  It has no practical 
power to prohibit the international 
merger.  It could in theory require 
the two Mauritius subsidiaries to 
remain separate; but such a structural 
conceit is unlikely to light the fire of 
competition between the duopolists 
and one would not be surprised to 
observe the behavior of a monopolist.

Thus, the dilemma of Mauritius.  
Through the good work of the 
CCM, Mauritius is working to invite 
competition.  Regulatory reform to 
remove barriers to entry and innovation 
is a critical project.   Vigilance against 
collusion and information exchange 
is another.  Readiness to fight vested 
interests lobbying for protection is a 
third.  But just as the CCM is taking big 
steps forward, will consolidation of the 
incumbents push the country one step 
backwards?

At least we can be confident that the 
young and energetic competition 
authority of Mauritius will be en garde.
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Banks commonly sell life insurance 
or decreasing term assurance (DTA) 
together with housing loans, to provide 
cover to repay the loan in the event 
of the customer’s death or serious 
disability. In 2012, the CCM found that 
some banks were offering only a tied 
product which involved customers 
taking out a housing loan being 
induced into buying DTA only from the
insurance company with which 
the bank had an agreement.                           

Following applications for guidance 
made to the CCM by two large 
insurance groups on the combination of 
their respective general insurance and 
long term insurance businesses, the 
CCM carried out a detailed assessment, 
the purpose of which was to determine 
whether the proposed change in 
the structure of the market could 
result in any substantial lessening of 
competition.

It was found that banks enjoyed a point of sale advantage when selling DTA along 
with housing loans and were therefore individually dominant in this regard. 
By tying their housing loan products to the life insurance products of insurance 
companies with which the banks had agreements, eight banks were found to have 
engaged in exclusionary conduct. A survey also showed that borrowers could have 
found cheaper premiums if they had shopped around although they did get a 
cheaper deal through the bank’s agreed insurance provider than they would have 
by going directly to the same insurance company.

Directions requiring the banks to provide more comprehensive information at 
the very outset of negotiations to customers as to their free choice in relation 
to life insurance from DTA providers were among the remedies applied by the 
Commission in this case.

Financial 
services 
industry

Insurance firms come together – CCM 

safeguards the market structure

The CCM found that the proposed 
combination could affect the market 
of pension and general insurance 
businesses. The parties offered 
undertakings to the CCM to mitigate 
the concerns raised by the CCM.

The undertakings ranged from 
commitments to maintain pre-merger 
offers and to refrain from amending 
or varying pricing methodologies 
upwards, among others.

Bank offers 

under scrutiny
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Cheaper Broadband, 

More Choice

Telecommu-
nications
industry

There’s no denying it: the technological 
boom which has overtaken every 
corner of our globe in recent years has
propulsed almost every citizen in the 
information era wherein easy access to 
and sharing of information are viewed
as essential for enhancing  
quality of life. Similarly, access to 
telecommunications has today become 
a key driver for the sustainable 
development of our economy. No 
modern economy can thrive without 
an integral informationtechnology and 
telecommunications infrastructure. 
But how do actually we create the 
enabling environment to encourage 
investment in and development of 
ICT infrastructure? Recognizing the 
significant flow-on benefits that
the ICT sector provides to other sectors 
of the economy, the CCM has been 
working closely with the ICTA, our
telecommunications sector regulator, 
on various investigations and enquiries 
in view of ensuring that the conduct
of firms in this sector do not adversely 
affect competition and investment 
incentives.

In 2011, the CCM investigated allegations that following a ‘free’ doubling of 
bandwidth, the local incumbent telecommunications operator was compelling 
users requiring high speed broadband internet access to subscribe to bundled 
offers (since only such bundles offered high speed internet  access) while 
leveraging its market power in one market in order to gain market share in other 
markets, namely the pay-TV market.

After the preliminary stage of the investigation, and in an attempt to mitigate 
the concerns of the CCM, the operator replicated all its bundled offers on stand-
alone basis, consequently offering the subscribers a choice between relatively 
cheaper broadband internet access and more expensive triple play offers, for 
corresponding bandwidth. An immediate and significant growth in the uptake 
of stand-alone basis offers was noted within a six-month period following the 
commercialisation of these offers.

In 2012 the CCM accepted the undertakings of the operator to ensure prompt and 
equivalent replication for a period of three years at a price differential reflecting at 
least the rights’ acquisition fees of the TV content found in the bundled offer. 

In March 2014, a very similar complaint was lodged by Orange Spain with 
the Spanish Competition Commission over the Spanish incumbent operator 
Telefonica’s commercial deal which ‘transferred’ subscribers with a 10 Mbps 
internet contract to a fibre optic package including TV content for ‘free’. According 
to Orange Spain, this deal made it impossible for competitors to replicate the offer 
without supporting negative margins.
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With globalisation, trade barriers 
and non-trade barriers have been 
gradually removed. Through the 
benefits of absolute and comparative 
advantage, international trade prevails, 
encouraging efficient specialization of 
goods and services relative to resource 
ownership advantages resulting in 
free movement of goods and services. 
Firms were thus, obliged to become 
both effective and efficient so as to 
meet the harsh market exigencies. This 
situation leads to competition among 
firms. Competition is the co-existence 
of market stakeholders in an economy. 
Adam Smith advanced that it is the 
tendency of free markets to regulate 
them by means of competition, supply 
and demand. Competition, spine of 
every successful economy, is often 
promoted and preserved due to the 
advantages it confers to society.

Consumers tend to benefit the most 
from a competitive market. Fair and 
open competition is tantamount to 
lower prices for customers. To survive 

As part of its fifth year anniversary celebrations, the CCM 
organized a National Essay Contest for students from the 
secondary and tertiary cycles, for which prizes were awarded 
on the 8th September 2014. The following is an extract from 
the winning essay submitted by the students from Dr. Maurice 
Cure State College.

in a competitive economy, firms will 
typically seek to lower prices to attract 
more consumers. They try to lower 
cost of production by employing 
more productive and efficient factor 
endowments. Hence, firms produce 
at the lowest possible average cost 
and this is usually passed on to buyers 
through lower prices. Furthermore, 
competitors engage in price wars 
whereby companies repeatedly cut 
prices to undermine each other. 
Microsoft is currently locked in such a 
conflict with Sony. The Xbox One’s price 
was recently dropped by about £30 
from its launch price as it was losing 
ground to its competitor PS4, £80 
cheaper than the former.

Moreover, perfect market conditions 
foster adoption of innovation in 
an economy. In today technology 
driven world, innovation is capital 
for a firm to thrive. Businesses are 
encouraged through protection of 
intellectual property rights to invest 

heavily in Research & Development 
(R&D) to find new cost reducing 
production techniques and new 
products to propose. Innovating 
firms boost their output and enjoy 
increased labour markets with unique 
products. It can be said that innovation 
drives consumer welfare and firms 
profitability. Likewise, technological 
progress causes the output per worker 
to rise resulting in higher standard of 
living in the country. An example of 
how competition incites innovation is 
the raging war between technology 
giants Samsung and Apple. Every 
year they release new innovative and 
efficient mobile phones with advanced 
technology in order to attract a larger 
market share than the other.

National Essay 
Contest 2014
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Competition in Public Procurement Market
Mr. Mohit Dhoorundhur

Cooperation with
sector regulators

Bodies (PBs) under the Public Procurement Act  (PPA) 
2006, procure goods, works, consultancy services, and 
other services to deliver on their primary public functions 
like security, health and education. They also invest to 
build the country’s socio-economic infrastructure like 
roads, hospitals, and sewer disposal systems amongst 
others through public contracts.

Public procurement is an important source of business to 
the private sector. In the year 2013, PBs awarded 4839 
public contracts to the private sector amounting to Rs 13.6 
billion, representing 4.2% of GDP.  Public procurement 
expenditure thus stimulates the private sector, fulfills 
Government policy objectives to boost specific economic 
segments; like SMEs, generates employment, and 
contributes to inclusive economic growth.

The How of public procurement?

Public procurement is the process of acquiring goods, 
works and services by PBs at the best competitive price 
aimed at securing value for money, and achieving 
economic efficiency.

Sections 15 to 25 of the PPA outline the procurement 
methods that PBs can use to carry out public procurement. 
These methods are benchmarked on the UNCITRAL Model 
Law on Public Procurement which sets the international 
best practice in public procurement. It requires a PB to 
select a method that is commensurate with the nature 
and complexity of the subject matter of procurement; its 

As mentioned earlier, the CCM 
has signed several Memoranda of 
Understanding with both local and 
international partners, to facilitate 
the exchange of information 
and expertise as well as to foster 
cooperation in different areas. In 2011, 
the CCM recognizing the potential 
overlap between the functions of the 
Procurement Policy Office and the 
provisions of the Competition Act, 
entered into an MoU with the PPO 
to govern the relationship between 
the two institutions and to join forces 
in fighting bid rigging. The PPO has 
kindly agreed to benefit our readers 
with insight into the rationale of sound 
public procurement principles.

This short paper provides an overview 
of why government undertakes 
procurement; how the procurement 
methods promote competition and the 
risks of a procurement process being 
rigged by unscrupulous stakeholders.

The  Why of public 
procurement?

Government and its agencies including 
local authorities, all termed Public 
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Public procurement methods are pro-competitive.

There are three distinct stages in the public procurement cycle .There is a pre-
tender stage for defining the needs, designing their functional specifications, and 
choice of the procurement method to be applied. The second stage involves the 
translation of the specified needs as designed into bid documentation for tender, 
public advertisement inviting for bids, receipt of bids, evaluation of offers, and 
award of contracts.  In the last phase, which is equally vital ‘ a ne pas prendre a la 
légère’  is for the PBs to professionally manage contracts ‘avec de rigueur’ to ensure 
that value promised as per the bids are actually delivered. The fact that reported 
non-performance to deliver can, on the recommendation of PBs, render suppliers 
liable for sanction by Procurement Policy Office protects both competing honest 
bidders and the responsible PBs.

The publicity of tender documents with the specifications clearly disclosed; the 
evaluation criteria and methodology for determining the winning bid made 
known upfront of an award enable the need to be expressed in the market in 
an objective and non-discriminatory manner. These are the key transparent 
requirements to which potential suppliers have to demonstrate eligibility to 
participate, capacity to compete, and make their best offer to win a contract.  

estimated value, and the number of suppliers operating in that market, which can 
vary from a large to a limited number or still to sole suppliers.

Taking into consideration the market structure and needs, the spectrum of the 
methods applied ranges from open advertised, local and international bidding, 
restricted bidding, request for sealed quotation, emergency procurement, direct 
procurement, community or end user participation, and to request for proposals 
for consultancy services.

These transparency and equity 
principles embedded in the 
procurement methods are inspired 
from the principles of fair competition 
touching even in extreme  procurement 
from sole suppliers, but  with PB’s 
effecting due diligence to avert rent 
seekers. These methods, in their 
application as per well-defined known 
processes and procedures, proactively 
support fair competition in public 
procurement.
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A caution to unscrupulous suppliers and public bodies

Literature abounds on the risks of collusion and corruption at any stage of the 
procurement cycle. To cite one, among the authoritative discourses namely, 
OECD in the introduction to its “Guidelines for fighting bid rigging in public 
procurement”, mentions that: “Bid rigging (or collusive tendering) occurs when 
businesses, that would otherwise be expected to compete, secretly conspire to 
raise prices or lower the quality of goods or services for purchasers who wish 
to acquire products or services through a bidding process. Public and private 
organizations often rely upon a competitive bidding process to achieve better 
value for money. Low prices and/or better products are desirable because they 
result in resources either being saved or freed up for use on other goods and 
services. Such conspiracies take resources from purchasers and tax payers, 
diminish public confidence in the competitive process, and undermine the 
benefits of a competitive marketplace.”

The OECD Guidelines also refers to some common forms of bid rigging like: 
Cover, symbolic or token  bidding, where the suppliers agree to submit  bids 
that are higher than the  connived winner that are known to be higher or 
contain unacceptable conditions; Bid suppression, where one or more of  the 

suppliers agree to refrain from 
bidding or withdraw bid designed 
for the schemed winner’s bid to 
be accepted; Bid rotation, where 
conspiring  suppliers continue to 
bid but agree to be winners in turns 
; and  Market allocation ,where 
suppliers agree to have preserve 
markets or captive clients. They 
thus conspire to weaken or remove 
the elements of competition. Other 
business restrictive practices are 
also supplemented in the Mauritian 
Competition Act 2007.

As public procurement involves a 
substantial amount of public funds, 

“A bidder  who claims to have 
suffered, or is likely to suffer , 
loss  or injury  due to a breach  of 
duty  imposed  on the public body 
,or the Board  by this act may 
subject to conditions challenge the 
procurement proceedings before 
entry into force  of the procurement 
contract”.

Yet there are risks of the procurement 
system being gamed by unscrupulous 
suppliers and officials.

Risks of market distortion and collusion

The undisputable truth regarding the result of any floated tender, independent of 
the number of participants having submitted bids is that award is made to only 
a single substantively compliant bidder. Better pricing and quality can only be 
obtained if competition is effective. If the rules of competition are not fair, the 
exercise causes varying degrees of frustration to all other participating bidders as 
every non-selected bidder considers his bid to be the best proposal.

Running a competition is stimulating and trusted when the rules of participation 
in the procurement exercise allows for challenge. The PPA does provide for 

such a challenge of PB’s procurement decision as from the second stage of the 
procurement cycle. The challenge and review opportunities, in fact, protects 
competition as it puts the PB’s decision to a competition stress test, as against the 
suppliers’ commonly held perception of being wedged out.
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and given that in any tender exercise the winner takes it all, the risk of bid rigging 
and corrupt practice is always present. It is more prevalent where the public 
procurement governance framework is weak. Corruption occurs where public 
officials use their public powers for personal gains; for example, by accepting a 
consideration in exchange of privy information or manipulating a tender award. 
It is also not uncommon for post-award corruption to occur during contract 
implementation where quality of deliverables is undermined.

Such practices are more prevalent in a market having few players, where the 
goods and services supplied are nearly homogeneous; bidding is repetitive, and 
the flow of bids from PBs is fairly predictable. Small market economies generally 
have such characteristics. Bid rigging, with its variants, is an anti-competitive 
behavior. Suppliers are liable under the PPA for suspension/debarment from 
participating in public procurement for collusive acts. It is, therefore, imperative to 
further strengthen enforcement of both procurement and pro-competition legal 
provisions to detect, prevent and sanction any such anti-competitive practices 
that would simultaneously contribute to improving on the country’s Corruption 
Perception Index.

The wider market perspective

For competition to be fairly assessed, it should also be seen from outside the 
given tender exercise. To be meaningful, it should extend to the broader market 
perspective. This is an area where Procurement Policy Office’s collaboration 
with the Competition Commission becomes crucial in detecting, and preventing 
anti-competitive behavior where such patterns are observed in the procurement 
process. In parallel, PBs have to build a data base on how their procurements 
are priced by suppliers, and to share such evidence  with other PBs to make 
informed and better procurement decisions. Plugging the information asymmetry 
gap between public bodies and the market would be one of the ways to detect 
market distortion that infringes the principles of competition. The government 
e-procurement platform, currently under construction, would on implementation 
facilitate bridging such information gaps and reinforcing the principles of fair 
competition.
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Dr. George Lipimile 

The COMESA 
Competition 
Commission

The COMESA Competition Commission is one of recently 
established institutions under the Treaty establishing 
the Common Market of Eastern and Southern Africa. 
The Commission is charged with the enforcement of the 
regional competition and consumer policy. Competition 
law has continued to grow at a phenomenal rate in the 
Common Market in response to the enormous changes in 
economic behaviour that has taken place in the region. In 
the post – liberalisation era, Member States recognize that 
the benefits of market integration would only be achieved 
in a dynamic competitive market environment devoid 
of new market barriers erected in place of those being 
dismantled. The Commission in its enforcement of the 
regional Competition Policy enjoys the international legal 
personality in the territory of each Member State, and the 
legal capacity required for the performance of its functions 
under the Treaty.

The Commission has been recognized as an international 
forum for the regional enforcement of competition 
and consumer policy in the Common Market. Given the 
commencement of the enforcement of the COMESA 
Competition Regulations and Rules on the 14th January, 
2013 there are now two separate legal regimes which 
govern the enforcement of competition law and policy in 
the COMESA Member States, namely;

a)   The National Competition laws: these are the national 
legal orders comprising  the respective bodies of legal 
rules within each of the COMESA Member States.

Mauritius as an insulated economy 
faces the harsh reality that it is often 
powerless in the face of cross-border 
anticompetitive practices. Jurisdictional 
boundaries may be a safe haven for 
foreign multinationals as they influence 
the competitive landscape of several 
sovereign countries without the need to 
be concerned by national competition 
laws. Accepting this reality, the CCM 
recognises that it may have little power 
to deal with anti-competitive practices 
originating in other States, even if 
they have seriously adverse effects 
within the Mauritian contingent. In 
this regard, the CCM believes that the 
COMESA Competition Regulations (CCR) 
is an important device in fighting anti-
competitive practices and behaviour of a 
cross-border and regional nature among 
COMESA Member States. 

We have the immense pleasure 
to present an introduction of the 
Commission and its working by its 
Director.
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b)   The Regional Legal Framework: these comprise the body of legal rules created  
       at COMESA level such as the COMESA Competition Regulations and Rules.

Given the two legal orders, the national order shall apply to the enforcement of 
anti-competitive practices emanating at national level hence, enforced by the 
national competition authorities in their respective Member States. Whereas 
the regional framework shall be invoked generally where there is a cross border 
impact. The impact of cross-border trade is implicit prerequisite in light of 
the wording of Article 3(1) of the Regulations. Consequently, the Commission 
essentially can only intervene when there is an effect on trade between Member 
States. The Regulations, more especially Articles 16 and 18, and to some greater 
extent the Merger Control Regulation, do not apply unless the agreement or 
conduct has an appreciable effect on trade between Member States and  restricts 
competition in the Common Market. 

The Commission becomes the first operational regional competition authority in 
Africa, and most probably the second in the world after the European Competition 
Authority.  One of the notable benefits of the COMESA competition law 
enforcement system is that it  :-

• Introduces a ‘One Stop Shop’ for the notification of cross border transactions  
   thereby easing the cost of doing business in the Common Market given   
   that such transactions shall no longer need to be examined by Competition  
   Authorities in each Member States.
 
• Provides for a rule based system for dealing with competition matters in the  
   Common Market.

• The Commission also provides the only and most extensive network of national  
   competition authorities in the Common Market, and more so in Africa. 
 
• And most importantly, it creates a regional platform for conflict resolution in  
   matters involving consumer welfare, restrictive business practices and unfair  
   trading practices.
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It is important to stress that the COMESA Competition Regulations are applied by 
the Commission very much with the issue of regional integration in mind. Hence, 
agreements and conduct which might have the effect of dividing the territory of 
one Member State from another will be closely scrutinised and may be prohibited 
by the Commission. This is so, because the benefits of market integration can only 
be achieved in a dynamic competitive economic environment where new market 
barriers are not erected in place of those which have been dismantled.

Despite being a newly established institution, the Commission has in just a year 
of its operations changed the way of doing business in the Common Market. The 
response by the business community and professional bodies has been sharp 
and positive. The Commission is already overwhelmed with merger notifications. 
In the assessment of transactions before it, the Commission ensures that the 
concentrations of economic power which lead to market fore-closure and reduce 
or eliminate competition are prohibited. At the same time, the Commission 
provides legal certainty for companies whose plans for expansion or cooperation 
ventures do not lead to adverse effects on competition. Such plans are, after all, a 
reflection of a successful development of regional integration and closer union of 
the Common Market. 

The effective implementation of the Regulations, especially the merger control 
regulations, has successfully added to the instruments available to the COMESA 
Secretariat to promote economic integration. Quite apart from questions of 
competition policy, an effective competition policy needs power to control 
mergers because of the serious damage they may inflict on competition. In 
this regard, the Commission has made assessment of over forty notifications 
involving cross border mergers, and also affecting all the Member States. This is 
another testimony that the economic integration process is the Common Market 
is working. This is evidenced by a high degree of free circulation of goods, people, 
services, capital and businesses throughout the Common Market.

However, the commencement of the operations of the Commission has not been 
free from bottle necks. There has been a distinct outcry from stakeholders to 
revisit the merger control regulations and some other aspects of the regulations 
which fall short of international best practices. The Commission together with the 
stakeholders have commenced to address these challenges.

In conclusion, it is worth observing 
that in this vital, formative period of 
the Commission, the stakeholders 
and more importantly the Member 
States must have adequate 
information on the functions and 
operations of the Commission. In 
order to maximise their prospects 
in an economically integrated 
environment, the Commission shall 
continue to enhance and focus on 
advocacy and training exercises 
aimed at creating awareness of the 
functions of the Commission.
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Advocacy, 
an essential part of 
every competition 
enforcer’s toolbox

is no doubt that the vast extension of the reach of competition 
regulation has heralded the birth of a global competition 
community, maintaining a competition-friendly culture amongst 
stakeholders remains an everyday challenge. Speaking to 
those outside the community of enforcers remains a priority: 
far from having been made redundant by the globalization of 
competition enforcement, my experience has taught me that 
advocacy is and remains essential to every competition enforcer’s 
toolbox.

First of all, I believe that advocacy is a matter of democracy, 
competitiveness as well as of governmental efficiency. We, 
as competition agencies, provide policymakers with analyses 
which will enable them to make informed decisions and take 
into account the impact on competition of measures which may 
primarily seek other specific public interest objectives.  This may 
bear fruits in the form of an increase in government efficiency as 
the design of solutions which are proportionate to the objectives 
pursued brings stability and simplification to the existing 
regime. Informed, efficient solutions borne out of advocacy may 
eventually contribute to a country’s competitiveness: by reaching 
out to policymakers, we strive to remove any potential obstacles 
to growth.

The French Autorité de la concurrence, 
with which the CCM has a Memorandum 
of Understanding, has been and 
continues to be a valuable partner of 
our institution. Referred to as one of the 
top five competition law enforcement 
authorities in the world, the Autorité has 
exchanged its expertise in various way 
with the CCM over the years, including 
through its willingness to take local staff 
on board for training and secondment 
opportunities.

It is with great delight therefore that the 
CCM has received the kind contribution 
of the Autorité to its magazine, on the 
importance of advocacy for a competition 
authority.

Since I took office in 2004 as President 
of the French Autorité de la concurrence, 
I have witnessed the global spread of 
competition law, in the context of the 
negotiation of trade agreements as well 
as through home-grown initiatives. 
This has spurred in turn a demand for 
greater cooperation and exchanges, 
both formal and informal, between 
competition agencies going well beyond 
discussions at government level or within 
international organizations. While there 

Mr. Bruno Lasserre
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to map out the admissible limits and 
restrictions on online sales in the 
context of selective and non-selective 
distribution networks. Ultimately, 
market studies can signal possible 
enforcement actions in a given sector 
suspected of being dysfunctional by 
the agency and enhance the overall 
expertise of agencies on different 
sectors of the economy. Market 
studies are thus examples of how the 
advocacy and enforcement mandates 
of a competition agency mutually 
reinforce each other.

I am well aware that we all 
experience very different institutional 
regimes, and that each of our 
agencies adapts its tools to its 
domestic constitutional and legal 
framework. Notwithstanding the 
existing constraints and specificities 
that agencies can face, it is our 
responsibility to ensure recognition 
of our unique expertise and find 
effective ways to bring our message 
across in order to create a culture 
of competition. I think that we can 
share a lot in this respect. 

The International Competition 
Network (ICN) has been an effective 
forum to pursue such objectives. 
Regrouping 127 agency members 
from 112 jurisdictions, the ICN 
represents a rich melting pot of 
enforcement regimes, older and 
newer, drawing from a different 
history and different institutional 

This important piece of advocacy towards policymakers is referred to as 
competition assessment, whether agencies perform it ex ante, to prevent 
unnecessary restrictions of a proposed legislation, or ex post, to assess the impact 
of an existing legislation on competition. In the field of ex post assessment 
in particular, political and economic cycles certainly matter. Agencies must 
seize, what I call “windows of opportunities” to intervene, gain momentum, 
and secure strong commitments for structural reforms. If timing must be right, 
recommendations made to policymakers must also be pragmatic and workable, 
and agencies should make a conscious effort to deliver positive messages focusing 
on future economic benefits.

Advocacy is a powerful tool for agencies to disseminate a culture of competition 
not only to policymakers but also to private stakeholders and consumers at large. 
Agencies empower consumers by raising awareness on existing rents extracted 
by firms from de facto or de jure protections from competition, with the result 
that consumers themselves become powerful advocates of change and greater 
competition. In this respect, it is worth noting that individuals can be convinced 
of the benefits of competition beyond the direct impact such competition 
has on their welfare in terms of lower prices or greater innovation. The global 
economic downturn of the last couple years has indeed put to the fore the issue 
of competitiveness and structural reforms as a means to regain growth as well 
as financial and budgetary sovereignty. The general public is now acutely aware 
of the positive link between competition and long-term growth, and values 
consequently competition enforcement also as a means to foster productivity and 
allow the rise of tomorrow’s innovators.

Amongst private stakeholders, businesses are equally important addressees 
of our advocacy efforts. Indeed, how do we we make sure that the business 
community shares and understands the objectives of competition policy when 
they implement their commercial strategies? Strictly speaking, the way we 
enforce competition law, the reasoning of our decisions and, where applicable, 
the substantive guidelines we publish to increase transparency and predictability 
are probably the tools and measures businesses are most attentive to. However, 
advocacy can also play a role in fostering a culture of voluntary compliance: I have 
in mind in particular the conduct of market studies whose findings allow agencies 
to set out the concrete do’s and don’ts businesses operating in a given sector 
should pay heed to. The French Autorité de la concurrence did just that recently 
in the context of its sector inquiry into e-commerce: examining the extent to 
which online sales can serve as drivers of competition, we also used our inquiry 
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implementation of effective policy 
assessment regimes amongst ICN 
members, prolonging the work done 
by the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development, 
currently in the process of updating 
its Competition Assessment Toolkit. 
These Recommended Practices will also 
be made available in Arabic, French 
and Spanish in light of the increased 
attention paid by the ICN to the 
effective dissemination and ownership 
of its work products.

This Competition Assessment 
project and others, like the on-going 
Competition Culture project conducted 
by the Competition Commission of 
Mauritius, are illustrations of the 
refinement of tools used in the field of 
advocacy, precisely because advocacy 
is considered an essential part of every 
competition enforcer’s toolbox. This 
constant improvement is due to the 
dedication and involvement of NGAs, 
mature agencies as well as younger 
agencies just like the Competition 
Commission of Mauritius, celebrating 
its five years of existence this year, who 
has shown strong engagement with 
the AWG and has set the example of an 
active advocate domestically.
Advocacy is good for all of us. Let us be 
relentless advocates and wise enforcers 
too.

landscapes. Back in October 2001, the ICN was founded to address transatlantic 
antitrust issues. It has now become the epitome of antitrust globalization, 
covering all regions of the globe. This diversity and vast number of members is 
the very strength of the ICN. It is an almost universal network, which provides 
a unique, consensus-based, platform to build solidarity between its members 
and convergence towards sound competition policy principles across the global 
antitrust community, in a number of areas, including advocacy.

Within the ICN, the Advocacy Working Group (AWG) furthers these aims of 
solidarity and convergence in the field of advocacy. Founded in 2001 at the outset 
of the ICN’s creation, and reconvened in 2008 after five years of cessation, the 
group is co-chaired by the French Autorité de la concurrence, the Competition 
Commission of Mauritius and the Italian Competition Authority. Its mission 
is to undertake projects, develop practical tools and guidance, and facilitate 
experience-sharing among ICN member agencies, in order to improve the 
effectiveness of ICN members in advocating the dissemination of competition 
principles and to promote the development of a competition culture within 
society.

The AWG already counts a number of lighthouse work products such as the 
Advocacy Toolkit and the Market Studies Good Practice Handbook to assist 
member agencies in improving or completing their toolbox. The Handbook, in 
particular, gathers together accumulated experience and learning on the conduct 
of market studies and identifies a number of good practices in conducting market 
studies that members of the AWG have found to be beneficial and effective. 
They are not prescriptive, but allow ICN member agencies to select from them 
according to their own needs, priorities and resources.

Reflecting an existing need and an acute awareness by members of the role 
of advocacy as a fundamental component of competition regulation, it was 
decided to step up our ambitions and develop Recommended Practices, the gold 
standard of ICN work products, to offer guidance to members on evaluating the 
competition impact of draft and existing legislation. The project was launched in 
October 2012 during the first Advocacy Workshop hosted by the French Autorité 
de la concurrence in Paris and led to the adoption, at the 2014 Marrakech Annual 
Conference last April, of the Recommended Practices on Competition Assessment. 
I am confident that these recommendations, set out in a chronological fashion 
from the setting up of an enabling environment to the selecting, conducting 
and promoting of an assessment, will constitute a valuable springboard for the 
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The CCM launched the first set of its 
competition advocacy program on 
Wednesday, 11th June 2014 at the 
seat of the Grand Port District Council 
in Rose Belle. The inaugural workshop 
was attended by District Councillors 
and representatives of the Grand Port, 
Savanne and Black River District Councils 
and Village Councillors of the respective 
constituent villages. Dr the Honourable 
Arvin Boolell, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Regional Integration and International 
Trade and Honourable Suttyadeo 
Mootia, Minister of Civil Service and 
Administration Reforms were present at 
this workshop.

The CCM hosted the African Competition 
Forum’s Workshop on ‘Investigative 
Skills’ on 28th and 29th May 2014 at 
the Hennessy Park Hotel in Ebène.  This 
workshop was hosted as part of the CCM’s 
outreach programme and its continuous 
endeavor towards entrenching a 
competition culture regionally and 
internationally.

Competition Law Advocacy Programme
 for Local Authorities 2014

The African Competition Forum 
Workshop 

CCM reaching out to its stakeholders
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Mauritius has had the prominent 
opportunity of hosting the Small States 
Network for Economic Development’s 
(SSNED) tenth workshop held at Le 
Meridien Hotel, Balaclava, between 24 
and 25 September 2012, on the theme: 
‘Milestones Judgement in Competition 
Law’. This endeavour was made a 
reality through the efforts of the CCM 
in collaboration with the SSNED, the 
Government of Mauritius and financial 
support from the European Union and 
Agence Française de Développement. The 
workshop featured eminent academics 
and experts in the competition law 
and Economics field: Professor William 
Kovacic, Professor Eleanor Fox, Dr Paolo 
Palmiggiano, Mrs Kiran Meetarbhan, 
Professor Lino Briguglio, amongst others.

To mark its second of year of existence, 
the CCM organized a competition week 
from 14th November 2011 to 18th 
November 2011. The principal objective 
of this Competition Week was to improve 
awareness and to sensitize stakeholders, 
ensuring they are fully aware of their 
obligations and opportunities under the 
Competition Act. The CCM conducted 
interviews in the press and live radio 
panel discussion and organised three 
workshops targeting different audiences. 
‘Effectiveness of Competition Policy – A 
Business Perspective’ was the theme 

The SSNED Conference

Competition Week 2011

chosen for the second workshop held at the Ebene Cyber Tower on Wednesday 
16th November 2011. Big businesses and SMEs were the targeted audience of 
this workshop, which had among its objectives, the sensitization of SMEs of the 
opportunities they have under the Competition Act. The workshop was organized in 
collaboration with the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) 
and the Joint Economic Council (JEC). 
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The CCM screened The Informant, at the 
Conference Room, Cyber Tower 1. It is a 
2009 Hollywood comedy based around 
the US authorities’ prosecution of price-
fixing cartel for Lysine, a food additive.

The objective of screening the movie 
was to sensitize business community 
on the business risks of price fixing, 
which includes fines of up to 10% 
of the offending business’ turnover 
over a maximum period of five years 
for breaches of the prohibition on 
price-fixing. Also, the objective was to 
encourage businesses to come forward 
as informants and receive leniency, 
including full immunity to fines.

The Competition Commission of Mauritius 
visited Rodrigues on December 15th, for a 
joint presentation with the Procurement 
Policy Office (PPO). Mr John Davies, 
Executive Director, and Mr Rodney 
Rama, Commissioner, together with Mr 
Premcoomar Beharry, Director of the PPO, 
were invited to Rodrigues by the Chief 
Commissioner, to talk about the work of 
their institutions, with a particular focus 
on bid-rigging in public procurement.
In addition to the focus on bid rigging 
in public procurement, reflecting the 
collaboration between the CCM and 
PPO in this area, the event also provided 

The Informant Movie 

Competition Commission 
in Rodrigues 

an opportunity for a more general introduction to the Competition Act 2007 and the 
work of the CCM. Workshop participants raised a number of concerns about possible 
competition problems affecting consumers and businesses in Rodrigues.
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CCM makes the 
Headlines
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the end of the campaign, the CCM noted a substantial 
increase in the number of phone calls by the public 
wanting to know about the work of the CCM and 
complaints received by the public also increased- however, 
it was also noted that a lot of the complaints did not fall 
within the ambit of the Competition Act, but related more 
to consumer protection issues. Therefore, the lessons learnt 
from that campaign were that although advocacy through 
media had a great impact on sensitising the public, more 
had to be done to educate the public in general about the 
Competition Act and the work of the CCM so that there is 
an improvement in the quality of the complaints.

In 2011, for its 2nd anniversary, the CCM decided to 
address more targeted audiences. It therefore organised a 
‘Competition Week’ and three different target groups were 
tertiary level students, Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) and legal professionals. Three half day workshops 
were organised for the three target groups. Eminent 
international speakers on competition law were invited for 
the event. The CCM prepared desk calendars as giveaways 
at the three different workshops. The desk calendars 
depicted cartoons which explained the ill effects of cartels 
and abuse of monopoly and also emphasised on the 
benefits of the Leniency Program. The rationale behind the 
desk calendars was that people would have the calendar 
on their desk all year round and therefore it might become 
intuitive to them to denounce restrictive business practices 

Public opinion is influenced by the 
media and as a public body, the CCM 
often finds itself in a dilemma. Striking 
the right balance between disclosure of 
the CCM’s activities to the media and the 
rights of enterprises being investigated 
is a delicate task.

Moreover, educating the mass public is 
also a must for a young agency as ours, 
to maintain an inflow of complaints 
and create and raise awareness of our 
relatively new legal regime. Analysis 
of our operations shows that hikes in 
the number of complaints regarding 
competition matters are always 
experienced soon after advocacy 
campaigns - especially in the press, radio 
and television campaigns.

This is why the CCM has placed 
paramount importance on running 
major advocacy endeavours since its 
inception.

In 2010, the CCM embarked on a 
nationwide advocacy campaign through 
the media. The objective was to reach 
out to the mass public. The services of a 
PR agency were retained to design the 
campaign which had to be high impact 
and simple enough for laypersons to 
understand the work done by the CCM. 
The campaign included advertising 
through radio, billboards, and the press 
and they were run simultaneously. At 
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as and when they would see them happening in their day to day lives. The 
feedback receivedfrom the competition week was very positive especially from 
SMEs.

In 2012, the CCM ran a TV campaign- the CCM prepared a series of five TV clips
which talked about the harm caused by cartels, abuse of monopoly, how to
make complaints to the CCM and benefits of competition. The clips were aired
during primetime just after the news on national TV at 19.30 (when there is most
viewing). The targeted audience was the general public and therefore the clips
were prepared in creole language (the most spoken dialect in Mauritius) so as to
reach out to each and every citizen of the country. The impact was immediate, as
the number of complaints on competition issues just after the airing of the clips
on national TV rose to dramatic proportions.

One direct consequence of the systematic interaction of the CCM with media has
been vastly increased interest surrounding the activities of the CCM in the Press,
to the point that some writers now regularly write on the subject of competition
law in dailies – expressing both favorable views and criticism on the work of the
CCM, as we will see.

Note to the Reader :  The following article was received with many thanks before the CCM 
made its findings of the investigation into the cartel in the beer market and the subsequent 
fines imposed on two local enterprises public. This article has been reviewed and edited with 
the permission of the author.

The views expressed in this paper are solely those of the author in his private capacity and do 
not in any way represent the views of the Competition Commission of Mauritius, or any other 
entity of the Government of Mauritius.
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Competition 
Law implementation

should be viewed as an important initiative which has 
provided a new impetus to the Commission. In addition to 
underlining the Commission’s independence, Government 
has demonstrated a strong political will to create a 
vibrant and effective competition regime in the country. 
This initiative gives a blow to the tendency among civil 
servants to be limited to their respective legislations. 
The Competition Commission’s ability to obtain much 
needed support from other governmental institutions 
is now strengthened. It strengthens the position of the 
Competition Commission as the Competition Authority of 
this country, with an interest in actions pertaining to all 
ministries and sector regulators.

In such a small economy as ours, where the market tends 
to be concentrated in the hands of a few family concerns 
capable of controlling several markets, and influencing 
policy-makers through political party funding, winning 
political and societal support remains a major challenge 
to the Competition Commission. Political party funding 
by the private sector can however be an obstacle to the 
implementation of competition law. If left unchecked, it 
can impede on the actions of the CCM.

However, weaknesses of the CCM have to be addressed 
sooner or later in order to build the much needed public 
confidence and enlist the societal support to the CCM.
Before looking at these weaknesses, we will look into 
some of the decisions of the CCM which have positively 
impacted on the lives of consumers.

Have consumers really 
benefitted?

It is an accepted fact that, by cracking 
down on exploitative and abusive 
market behaviour, competition law and 
competition policy contribute to the 
economic empowerment of consumers. 
Consumers are the first to benefit 
from competition law enforcement. 
Under an efficient competition regime, 
consumers benefit from a wider choice 
of goods, better quality and better 
prices. According to competition 
experts,, competition law enforcement 
contributes to “economic democracy”, 
referring to  the empowerment of 
consumers and the enhancement of 
their wellbeing, as improving consumer 
choice and lowering consumer prices 
increase their economic power. Yet, 
unless there is a strong political will, the 
Competition Commission will fail in its 
endeavour to ensure economic power for 
consumers.

Political will

Government’s decision to bring the 
Competition Commission within the 
purview of the Prime Minister’s Office 

Mr. Mosadeq Sahebdin
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In September 2010, the Competition Commission of Mauritius (CCM) concluded 
its first abuse of monopoly situation case related to the market of block processed 
cheddar cheese in Mauritius. IBL Consumer Goods (now IBL BrandActiv) was 
found to have infringed Section 46 of the Competition Act 2007 and as remedy 
IBL Consumer Goods was directed to, inter alia, cease the practice of offering 
retroactive rebates on Kraft branded block processed cheddar cheese in exchange 
of premium shelf space for its Kraft branded processed cheddar cheese as well as 
other Kraft-branded products, including chocolates, biscuits and powdered juice.
Consequently, the market for block processed cheddar cheese has evolved 
considerably the entry of three new brands, with the market concentration, as 
measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) declining. The intervention 
was, among other things, intended to reduce barriers to entry.

Housing loans

It is with much pride that we would like to mention that commercial banks can 
no longer impose, on a loan seeker, a life insurance policy as guarantee from an 
insurance company of its choice.  This was one of the sectors of which we pointed 
out the anticompetitive practices to the CCM. The CCM inquiry confirmed what we 
said: that life insurance is sold together with housing loans, to provide cover to 
repay the loan in the event of the borrower’s death or permanent disability. The 
CCM found that some banks do not always offer customers taking out housing 
loans a free choice of insurance policies. 

The CCM found that eight banks were in breach of Section 46 of the Act. By 
bundling their housing loan products to the life insurance policy product of an 
insurance company with which the banks have an agreement, those banks were 
engaging in conduct that has the effect of preventing, restricting or distorting 
competition. The Competition Authority averred that in doing so, the eight banks 
had excluded competitors from the insurance market.

Since then, banks are obliged to provide adequate information to their clients 
enabling them to have a wider choice when choosing their insurer.

Cracking cartels

Dismantling cartels have always been a difficult exercise for most competition 
authorities. The Leniency Programme offered to cartel disclosers by the CCM 

does not seem to have yielded the 
expected outcome, in spite of its 
extension to a period of two years. 
This is not strange to the presence of 
family-controlled businesses. In 1995, 
the UNDP averred that « a notable 
feature of the Mauritian economy is 
the concentration of economic power 
in the hands of a small number of 
enterprise groups, most of them 
family-controlled. » This was confirmed 
by the CUTS International’s survey in 
2007 within the 7Up 3 project.
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Alleged cartel in the Beef market

How long will consumers continue to bear the brunt of the Beef cartel? In the 
absence of competition, consumers have lost hope of buying beef at lower prices. 
More so since the last CCM inquiry into this market.

 “The Executive Director has used some tenuous arguments to justify the (other) 
elements of this case.”

“The ED has demonstrated evident difficulty in his determination of the nature of 
the agreements.”

“The ED has seemingly tried to fit the evidence into a pre-conceived view.” 

These are some of the accusative affirmations of the Commissioners of the CCM to 
support their decision to allow the alleged cartelists of the slaughter cattle market 
to go unchecked. This decision of the Commissioners had caused much unease at 
the CCM and may have led consumers to lose hope of the Competition Commission 
and doubt of its independence and credibility.

It has to be recalled that following complaints made to the CCM over the alleged 
abuse of monopoly by what was coined as the beef cartel in some quarters, the 
CCM Executive Director initiated an inquiry into the import, distribution and sale 
of slaughter cattle. In his report published in September 2011, the ED concluded 
that the importers were operating within a non-collusive horizontal agreement 
that was capable of restricting or distorting competition. The next step was for 
the Commissioners to determine the remedies to be imposed on the cattle market 
monopolists. 

Against all expectations, the Commissioners found, after a public hearing that the 
allegations against Socovia and Cattleco had not been proved.

Cement market

The cement market is another sector where consumers have lost hope of 
strong competition. With the fusion of Holcim and Lafarge in the pipeline and 
the subsequent sale of Holcim, the cement market seems to be heading to a 

monopoly situation. Binani Cement’s 
decision to move away from the local 
market added to consumers’ concern.

Yet, the chronology of events leading 
to the liberalisation, import and 
distribution of cement needs to be 
recalled. While the CCM concluded 
its inquiry into the market on the 
7th April 2011, Government took the 
Competition Authority by surprise. 
The next day, the Cabinet of Ministers 
decided to liberalise the import, 
production, distribution and the price 
of cement. As a result of this, the CCM 
had warned the decision makers of 
insufficient competition before the 
entry of new operators. Three years 
after the liberalisation, cement prices 
have continued to rocket.
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Should the Competition Act be revised?

Three elements tend to sustain the need for the Competition Act to be revised. The 
heavy criticism leveled against the ED in the alleged beef cartel inquiry confirms 
that the law does not provide for the ED to defend him/herself. During the public 
hearing pertaining to this case, the Commissioners even allowed one of the legal 
representative of the operators to cross-examine the ED. Based on section 23(6) 
of the Rules of Procedure, les Commissioners averred that the ED gave evidence 
when he presented his Final Report, and it was only just and equitable that he be 
open to cross-examination. 

The second element concerns the exclusion of parallel imports, whether it 
concerns pharmaceutical products or spare parts. The interpretation of the 
Intellectual Property Rights Act seems to be a barrier to entry to substitutes which 
could be available at lower prices. 

The third element concerns consumer representation on the Board of 
Commissioners. While criticisms have been leveled against the appointment 
of some persons on this Board, for alleged conflict of interest or mismatch, it 
certainly casts doubts on the independence of the Commission when consumers 
are excluded from being represented. According to subsection (2) under section 7, 
the Commissioners (…) shall be persons from the public sector, private sector and 
the academia, appointed by virtue of their qualifications  and experience in law, 
economics, accountancy, or commerce. Isn’t high time for experience in consumer 
advocacy to be taken on board?

It should be underlined that the consumer organisations, ICP in particular has 
been instrumental in the formulation and implementation of the Competition 
Law in Mauritius. Moreover, the consumer organization was also actively involved 
in the drafting of the Guidelines for the implementation of the law.
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Celebrating 5 years 
of achievement 
The Seychelles’ Experience
Mrs. Cosette Moustache

Five years ago, enthusiasm surrounding the novelty of competition law and 
the hope that it would bring to consumers and smaller market players was not 
an exclusivity of Mauritius. Indeed, our neighbours in the Seychelles were also 
eagerly launching their own consumer and competition law framework and 
agency. We have the honour to take a look at the experience of the Fair Trading 

Commission, which kindly agreed to contribute to our issue.

Established in 2009, the Fair Trading Commission of Seychelles has a double 
mandate: the Protection of Consumer Rights as well as ensuring a Fair and 
Competitive Business Environment in Seychelles. This is done through the 
enforcement of the Fair Competition Act 2009(FCA 09), the Consumer Protection 
Act 2010 (CPA 10) and the Fair Trading Commission Act 2009 (FTCA 09).
These past years have been eventful if not instrumental for the Fair Trading 
Commission. Much has been done by means of advocacy and awareness since 
the establishment of the Commission. In fact, since its inception up to June 2014 
the FTC has registered a total of 878 consumer complaints and 47 competition 
related complaints. Today, our workforce counts 24 staff members, who have been 
recruited and trained to reinforce our enforcement efforts.

Moreover, the Commission has actively been involved in various events- especially 
for World Consumer Day as well as World Competition Day inter alia, whereby 
workshops and Q & A sessions with stakeholders and consumers alike have been 
organized, with the aim of educating the business community and the public at 
large on the FTC’s functions and powers.

Following the drafting of the new Strategic Plan for 2014 - 2016, the Commission 
has not only identified its weaknesses but also repositioned its goals, with the 
aim of continued innovation and relentless reinvention in a bid to surpass its 
previously set targets. The 3 year plan (2014 -2016) has for Mission and Vision 
“Advocating and enforcing consumer rights and obligations whilst fostering a 
fair and competitive business environment in Seychelles” and to “Be the leading 

institution in the protection of 
consumers and the competition process 
for the promotion of socio-economic 
welfare” respectively. The plan was well 
received by the Minister of Finance, 
Trade & Investment who commended 
the Commission for its already 
exemplary achievements.

Our laws are key instruments which 
allow the Commission to ensure 
equitable enforcement of consumer 
rights and the protection of the 
competition process. It is for this 
reason that the FTC has embarked 
on a law review project for all 3 laws 
administered by the Commission. 
This has been done through a series 
of sessions, with the COMESA, key 
national stakeholders as well as with 
the assistance of UNCTAD. In May 
2014, the FTC benefitted from the 
assistance of the COMESA Competition 
Commission, through a 3 day 
workshop, which permitted attendees 
to consider points of review of the 
FTC’s laws. Having ratified the COMESA 
Treaty, this exercise was also primordial 
in ensuring the harmonization of 
FTC’s laws with that of the COMESA 
Competition Regulations & Rules. In 
June 2014, the FTC received assistance 
from UNCTAD for a three day session in 
order to finalise the proposals for the 
amendments of the FTCA 09, the FCA 
09 and the CPA 10.
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It is our firm belief that a national competition policy will undoubtedly guide the 
Commission in its enforcement of the national competition law, and the creation 
of such policy has become one of our key objectives for 2014. In fact, the policy 
represents the FTC’s commitment to promote synergy between all stakeholders be 
it governmental or private entities, fruits of which will be enjoyed by consumers 
who will benefit from the improvement in the quality of goods and services at 
competitive prices as well as the creation of an environment which is conducive to 
foreign direct investment in Seychelles. Additionally a market surveillance plan is 
one of the many technical projects that we wish to launch in the coming months- 
a tool which will further contribute to the creation of a successful competition 
culture.

Moreover, a consumer guideline for the Telecommunication sector is in the 
drafting stages- drawing from this year’s World Consumer Day activities. This 
also forms part of the Commissions efforts to address issues surrounding this 
sector. The guidelines will allow for better coordination between the sector 
regulator - the Department of Information & Communications Technology, 
telecommunications operators and the Commission itself in ensuring better 
standards in the provision of efficient and effective services. 

This November 2014, the Commission will be celebrating its 5th Anniversary. As is 
customary with other organizations in the Seychelles this event will be celebrated 
with much hype. An anniversary lecture, the official launching of FTC’s new 
website and an exhibition are only a few of the numerous activities previewed 
for this significant occasion. The aim is simple, Fair Trading Commission should be 
seen as one of the vehicles propelling economic growth through a comprehensive 
competition policy and accruing the benefits thereof to the consumers at large. 
At this junction it is noteworthy to mention that the latter will also coincide with 
the World Competition Day celebrated on the 5th of December as well as a final 
dissemination of the voluntary peer review report by UNCTAD.  

The Fair Trading Commission has come a long way since its inception in 2009. 
However, as the country’s economic conditions change and consumer trends 
evolve- the Commission’s workload not only increases but our cases also 
increase in complexity. It is for this reason, amongst others, that the Commission 
attributes great importance to capacity building, effective advocacy programs 
and strengthening of relationships with national stakeholders. We wish to 
continuously develop international networks with other jurisdictions and other 

regional competition and consumer 
protection authorities so as to place 
FTC at the fore front of consumer and 
competition practices.

As a final note, we wish to highlight 
that our dynamic workforce has 
been key to our success these past 
5 years and it is through continued 
determination that we intend to 
achieve greater heights.
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